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EXAMPLE EMAIL TO FAMILY

Subject: A Hero Needs Their Family

Hi family!

As you already know, I’m donning my cape as a Ronald McDonald House Charities Neighborhood 
Hero! This means that I’ve decided to step up and support families with seriously ill children. As my 
family, and most trusted side-kick, I am asking you to spring to action with me. Let’s band together to 
support RMHC families! 

(Insert photo of YOU in your cape!)

Small actions can have a big impact and today, as a family, we have the chance to make a 
difference in the lives of the families staying at one of the four Oregon Ronald McDonald Houses. For 
over 35 years, RMHC has offered comfort and support, a well-stocked kitchen, and a comfortable 
bed to more than 35,000 families, reminding everyone who enters the House that they are never 
alone. 

I care about the work RMHC is doing because… 

I know that every dollar I raise will have a giant impact for the RMHC mission! Can you support my 
efforts today by matching my $XX personal donation? 

Click [here] to donate directly to my #RMHCHero page 

From the bottom of my heart, thank you for your epic support! I’m so proud to be supporting RMHC 
families with the help of MY family. 

(Your signature) 
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EXAMPLE EMAIL TO FRIEND

Subject: Wearing a Cape for RMHC

Hi (insert name of friend),

I’m donning my cape as a Ronald McDonald House Charities Neighborhood Hero, which means I’m 
stepping up to support families with seriously ill children. 

(Insert photo of YOU in your cape!)

I’m calling on all my friends to step up with me so we can all be heroes together! By making a 
donation of any amount today, you are helping families staying at one of the four Oregon Ronald 
McDonald Houses. For over 35 years, RMHC has offered comfort and support, a well-stocked kitchen, 
and a comfortable bed to more than 35,000 families, reminding everyone who enters the House that 
they are never alone. This mission is so important to me.

I care about the work RMHC is doing because… 

Every dollar raised will have a giant impact! Can you offer your support today by making a $___ 
donation?

Click [here] to donate directly to my #RMHCHero page. 

Thank you for doing something big with me, my friend!

(Your signature)
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EXAMPLE EMAIL TO COWORKER

Subject: When I’m Not at Work...

Hi (insert name of coworker),

Here’s something you might not know… When I’m not working hard at my day job with you, I don my 
cape as a Ronald McDonald House Charities Neighborhood Hero! What exactly does that mean, 
you ask? It means I’ve stepped up to fundraise for families with seriously ill children and support 
the RMHC mission. To do so, I’m gathering my most trusted allies to band together for families 
experiencing crisis. 

I care about the work RMHC is doing because… 

By making a donation of any amount today, you are helping families with seriously ill children staying 
at one of the four Oregon Ronald McDonald Houses. For over 35 years, RMHC has offered comfort 
and support, a well-stocked kitchen, and a comfortable bed to more than 35,000 families, reminding 
everyone who enters the House that they are never alone. This mission is so important to me.

Every dollar donated will have a giant impact for the RMHC mission! Your support would mean the 
world to me.

Click [here] to donate directly to my #RMHCHero page. 

Thank you to infinity and beyond!

(Your signature)


